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Abstract: String matching is one of most challenging issues in computer science. In this study, a new efficient hybrid string matching algorithm called Atheer was developed. This proposed algorithm is integrated with the excellent properties of three algorithms, namely, the Karp–Rabin, Raita, and Smith algorithms. The Atheer algorithm demonstrated an efficient performance in the number of comparison attempts as well as in the character comparisons with original algorithms in the first step and with recent and standard algorithms (i.e., Horspool, Quick search, Two-way, Fast search, SSABS, TVSBS, AKRAM, and Maximum shift) in the second step. The proposed algorithm in this study utilized several data types, namely, DNA sequences, Protein sequences, XML structures, Pitch characters, English texts, and Source codes. The Pitch database was the best match for Atheer in terms of the number of comparison attempts involving long and short patterns; the DNA database was the worst match. In terms of the character comparisons, the best database was the Source code database; the DNA sequence data type was also the worst match when short and long patterns were used.
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1. Introduction

String matching is the process of finding all occurrences of alignments by comparing two finite-length strings (Faro and Lecroq, 2013). It is one of the most challenging issues in many computer science applications, including operating systems, information retrieval from databases, web search engines (Bhukya and Somayajulu, 2011), intrusion detection systems (Hassan and Rashid, 2012), signal and image processing (Lu, 2008; Klaib and Osborne, 2009), artificial intelligence (Al-mazrooi and Rashid, 2011), compilers, and command interpreters. Other examples of string matching applications are library systems, error correction, text processing, speech and pattern recognition (Michaelidis and Margaritis, 2002), bibliographic search, question-answer applications (Zubair et al., 2010), and in the literature of dictionaries and memorized data (Hassan, 2005). String matching is also used to analyze Protein sequences and pattern matching of DNA (Cao, 2004; Bhukya and Somayajulu, 2011). Therefore, string matching plays a significant role by inducing challenging problems in theoretical computer science (Hassan, 2005; Faro and Lecroq, 2010).

String matching involves patterns and texts, both of which undergo a matching process to identify their identical characters. The matching process depends on two factors: the number of characters compared and the number of attempts made for the comparison. These factors are changeable depending on the type of algorithm used (Lecroq, 1995; Kadhim, 2012; Hussain et al., 2013). In this paper, the proposed new hybrid algorithm depends on the good features of existing exact strings matching algorithms and overcome the disadvantages of these algorithms which are Karp-Rabin, Smith and Raita. The proposed hybrid algorithm uses all types of databases existed in benchmark standard to determine the suitable and unsuitable databases for this algorithm. The main aim of this paper is to improve the performance of existing string matching algorithms.

1.1 Original algorithms

The demand for efficient hybrid exact string matching algorithms has increased because of the need to minimize the limitations of the original algorithms and to obtain the best performance results (Abdulrazzaq et al., 2013a). Three original algorithms are used in the present study: Karp–Rabin, Smith, and Raita.

The Karp–Rabin algorithm is based on the hashing approach (Karp and Rabin, 1987) and depends on the matching process of the hashing function. In this function, each character in the string changes to the integer number that can facilitate transactions within a mathematical operation. The comparison in the searching phase begins with the comparison of the hash number of the pattern with the hash number of the text window. The shift in the pattern begins in the left and ends in the right. When a mismatch occurs, the window shifts to the right by one character. Rehashing is required to calculate the
new hash of the window after removing the hash value of the first character from the left side and after adding the new character from the right side in the previous step. The process of rehash continues up to the last character for every shifting process. When the hash number of the pattern equals the hash number of the text window, the characters in the pattern are compared with those of the text window one by one. After matching all characters, the pattern is moved by shifting one character. The hash function technique is considered a high-performance function because it uses integer numbers that reduce the computing time (Abdulrazzaq et al., 2009).

The Raita algorithm belongs to the Boyer–Moore subgroup (Raita, 1992), and its techniques are characterized by matching from any order behavior (Charras and Lecroq, 2004). This algorithm depends on the Boyer–Moore bad character (bmBc) table in the preprocessing phase. In the searching phase, the matching process starts after the rightmost character in the pattern is compared with the rightmost character in the text window. If a match is found, then the leftmost character in the pattern is compared with the leftmost character in the text window. If the character also matches, then they are compared with the middle character in both the pattern and the text window. If a mismatch is found for each of the three characters, then the shifting of the pattern will depend on the $m$ value in the bmBc table. If a match is found, the comparison starts from the second to the last character ($m−1$). The middle character is compared again during this process. If a mismatch occurs, then the shifting of the pattern will depend on the $m$ value in the bmBc table. If a match is found, then the comparison continues to another character; when all the characters are reached, the shifting will depend on the $m$ value (Abdulrazzaq et al., 2013b).

The Smith algorithm is a type of hybrid algorithm (Smith, 1991) whose technique is characterized by matching from any order behavior. This algorithm consists of two algorithms, namely, Horspool and Quick search. The preprocessing phase depends on the bmBc table and the quick search bad character (qsBc) table. The matching operation starts after the pattern and the text are compared from left to right. If a mismatch occurs, then the shifting of the pattern will depend on the higher value obtained in the comparison between the $m$ value in the bmBc table and the $m + l$ value in the qsBc table. If a match is found, then the comparison continues to another character. If all the characters match, the shifting will then depend on the higher value between the $m$ value in the bmBc table and the $m + l$ value in the qsBc table (Charras and Lecroq, 2004).

2. Method

The proposed algorithm, Atheer, depends on the preprocessing and searching phases and is integrated with the excellent features of the Karp–Rabin, Raita, and Smith algorithms.

2.1 Preprocessing phase

The preprocessing of this algorithm involves three steps:

(1) **bmBc step**

The technique in this step is similar to that in the two other original algorithms. This step is utilized in the preprocessing phase of the Raita and Smith algorithms and is employed in the hybrid algorithm as the initial step to prepare the bmBc table.

(2) **qsBc step**

This step is employed in the preprocessing phase of the Smith algorithm, with the Atheer algorithm using the same technique. The Atheer algorithm needs to prepare the qsBc table, which is the second step in the preprocessing phase of the hybrid algorithm. The best shifting process for each character from the bmBc and qsBc tables is selected for the hybrid algorithm.

(3) **Hashing step**

This step is derived from the preprocessing phase of the Karp–Rabin algorithm that depends on the hashing process (Figure 1). The technique in the Atheer algorithm differs from that in the original algorithm. This difference is related to the hashing characters in the Atheer algorithm, which calculates the first hashing step (Fh) in the pattern and the text window (Fhw). The second hashing step (Sh) and the third hashing step (Th) depend on the specific hashing value (Figure 1). Each letter used in the Atheer algorithm follows ASCII representation.

In the Fh step, hashing is calculated for only three characters, which are the last, first, and middle characters. The calculation depends on the equation number (1) for this step. The hashing of these three characters in the text window is calculated by the equation number (1) denoted by Fhw. In the Sh step, hashing is calculated from the second character to the middle −1 character in the pattern. The calculation also depends on the equation number (2) for this step. In the Th step, hashing is calculated from the middle +1 character to the last −1 character in the pattern. The calculation also depends on the equation number (3) for this step (Th). For all the hashing steps, suppose that $W_F$, $W_S$, and $W_F$ are found in Fh/Fhw, Sh, and Th, respectively.
1. // (Fh) calculate the hash values of first step in pattern
2. fhx ← (fhx<<1) + firstCh, fhx ← (fhx<<1) + middleCh, fhx ← (fhx<<1) + lastCh
3. // (Fhw) calculate the hash values of first step in text window
4. fhx ← (fhx<<1) + firstCh, fhx ← (fhx<<1) + middleCh, fhx ← (fhx<<1) + lastCh
5. // (Sh) calculate the hash values of second step
6. shfx ← gethy(1, m/2, x)
7. // (Th) calculate the hash values of third step
8. shlx ← gethy(m/2+1, m-1, x)

Figure 1. Hashing process for the Atheer algorithm

The hashing value is calculated using the following equations:

First hashing step: \( w_F [0, m / 2, m - 1] = (w_F [0] \times 2^n + w_F [m / 2] \times 2^n + w_F [m - 1] \times 2^n) \mod q. \)  
Second hashing step: \( w_F [1, m / 2 - 1] = (w_F [1] \times 2^n + w_F [2] \times 2^n +...+ w_F [m / 2 - 1] \times 2^n) \mod q. \)
Third hashing step: \( w_F [m / 2 + 1, m - 2] = (w_F [m / 2 + 1] \times 2^n + w_F [m / 2 + 2] \times 2^n +...+ w_F [m - 2] \times 2^n) \mod q. \)

The pseudo code for all the steps in the preprocessing phase of the hybrid algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Searching phase

The searching phase technique in the proposed algorithm depends on the searching phase techniques of the original algorithms and on some of the modulations during the matching operation. The first step compares the hash values of the three characters in the Fh pattern with the hash values of the three characters in Fhw. If a match is found, then the three characters in the text window and the three characters in the pattern are compared one by one. If a match is found between these characters, then the second step is performed. If a mismatch occurs in the hashing comparison or in the character comparisons, then the shifting will depend on the maximum value
between $m$ and $m + 1$, where $m$ refers to the last character in the text window, and $m + 1$ refers to the first character after the text window. This case is derived from the Smith algorithm and depends on the $m$ value in the bmBc table and the $m + 1$ value in the qsBc table.

If a match is found in the first step, then the hashing characters (Sh) in the pattern are compared with the hashing characters from the second to the $middle - 1$ characters in the text window in the second step. The hashing of the second step characters in the text window are calculated by using the equation number (2) denoted by (Shw). If a match is found, then the characters between them are compared. Regardless of whether a match or a mismatch is found, the shifting process will depend on the same technique used in the previous step. If a match is found in the second step, then the hashing characters (Th) in the pattern are compared with the hashing characters from the $middle character + 1$ to the $last - 1$ character in the text window in the third step. The hashing of the third step characters in the text window are calculated by using the equation number (3) denoted by (Thw). If a match is found, then the characters are compared. Regardless of whether a match or a mismatch is found, the shifting process will depend on the same technique used in the previous steps. The pseudo code for the steps in the searching phase of the Atheer algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

1. Algorithm Atheer [X [0 .....m - 1], Y [0.......n-1])
2. //Input: Pattern X, Text Y
3. //Output: number of attempts and number of character comparisons of pattern with text
4. If (m%2 == 0) Then
5.          par ← 1
6.        End If
7.          j ← 0
8.       While j <= n - m Do
9.          c ← y[j + m - 1]
10.         // Comparing the Fh and Fhw
11.          If (fhx == fhy && lastCh == c && firstCh == y[j]&& middleCh== y[j + m/2]) Then
12.             shfy ← gethy(j + 1, j + m/2, y)  //calculate the hash of (Shw)
13.             // Comparing the Sh and Shw
14.             If (shfx == shfy && match(x + 1, m/2 - 1, y, j + 1, &temp) == 1) Then
15.                 shly ← gethy(j+m/2+1, j + m - 1, y)  //calculate the hash of (Thw)
16.                 // Comparing the Th and Thw
17.                 If(shlx == shly && match(x + m/2 + 1, m/2-1-par, y, j + m/2 + 1, &temp) == 1) Then
18.                     Count  // The first occurrence of the pattern in the text
19.                 End If
20.             End If
21.          End If
22.       Output the first attempt and character comparisons
23.          j += max(qsBc[y[j + m]],bmBc[y[j + m - 1]])
24.         // Rehash operation for the text window
25.          fhy ← 0, fhy ← (fhy<<1) + y[j],fhy ← (fhy<<1) + y[j+m/2],fhy ← (fhy<<1) + y[j+m-1]
26.       End While

Figure 3. Searching phase in the Atheer algorithm

2.3 Proposed algorithm analyses

The time complexity of the bmBc and qsBc functions is denoted as $O (m + \sigma)$, and the hash function is denoted as $O (m)$. The time complexity of the preprocessing phase of the proposed algorithm is denoted as $O (m + \sigma)$, and the space complexity is denoted as $O (\sigma)$. The next section describes the time complexity of the searching phase.

Lemma 2.1. The time complexity of the search space in the best case is $O (n / (m + 1))$.

Proof. When each character during the comparison does not occur in the pattern, then the shifting depends on the maximum value between $m$ and $m + 1$, where $m$ is from the bmBc function, and $m + 1$ is from the qsBc function; both values are computed during the preprocessing phase. When all characters in the pattern differ from the characters in the text, the shifting depends on $m + 1$, and the time complexity is $O (n / (m + 1))$. 
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Lemma 2.2. The time complexity of the searching phase is \( O(n \times m) \) in the worst case.

**Proof.** For each character in the text, the matching process does not take place more than \( m \) times. Thus, all the comparisons of \( n \) characters do not exceed \( m \times n \). The worst case occurs when all characters in the pattern and the text window are quite similar in every attempt. In this case, the shifting is equal to \( 1 \), and the time complexity is \( O(n \times m) \).

For example:
Text: cccccccccccccccc
Pattern: cccc

Given the size of the alphabet characters and the possibility of the appearance of every character in the text, the average time complexity is not determined in this algorithm.

### 2.4 Comparison of proposed and original algorithms

The comparison step shows the difference between the Ameer algorithm and the original algorithms. This difference is determined in terms of the preprocessing phase, searching phase and shifting operation (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Karp-Rabin</th>
<th>Raita</th>
<th>Smith</th>
<th>Ameer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preprocessing phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using of Boyer-Moore bad character (bmBc) table</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using of Quick search bad character (qsBc) table</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Searching phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash comparisons of three characters(Ph and Fhw)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash comparison of (Sh and Shw)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash comparison of (Th and Thw)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern shifting by Maximum value between M and M+1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison movement</td>
<td>Left to right</td>
<td>By any order</td>
<td>By any order</td>
<td>By any order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting after matching</td>
<td>One character</td>
<td>Character value in bmBc table</td>
<td>Maximum value between m and m+1</td>
<td>Maximum value between m and m+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting after mismatching</td>
<td>One character</td>
<td>Character value in bmBc table</td>
<td>Maximum value between m and m+1</td>
<td>Maximum value between m and m+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Experimental design

The design of hybrid algorithm depended on choosing the good properties of original algorithms and reformulating the searching phase of Ameer algorithm, which can be dealt with different benchmark standard databases. The hybrid algorithm was compared to original algorithms, and then to the recent and standard algorithms. The last step in this research was analyzing and evaluating the results of algorithm.

#### 3.1 Databases

Common types of databases use string matching algorithms. The data types utilized in this study are DNA sequences, Protein sequences, XML structures, Pitch characters, English texts, and Source codes. These data types are considered the benchmark standard, and all were downloaded from the Pizza & Chili Corpus website (http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/) (Pizza Chili Corpus).
The DNA sequence data contained four nucleotides of DNA: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). The data were downloaded from Project Gutenberg (Karkkainen and Joong, 2006). The Protein sequence data composed of amino acid sequences were obtained from the Swissprot database. The XML structure text database included bibliographic information in the field of computer science. The Pitch character (MIDI Pitch values) data type specifies tuning data in digital music (Chew and Chen, 2003). The English text data included all the alphabet characters in the English language and were obtained from Project Gutenberg (Karkkainen and Joong, 2006). The Source code data were composed of all characters used in the C/Java languages (Ferragina and Fischer, 2007). The patterns lengths utilized in this study were divided into two types: short and long patterns. The short pattern length is between 4 and 28 characters, whereas the long pattern length (length power of two) ranges from $2^5$ to $2^{10}$. These types have been used in previous studies, and the characters of the patterns are randomly selected from the text (Huang et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2009). The total data size used in the present study was 50 MB.

3.2 Implementation and environment

The experiment was run on the Al Biruni cluster in the PDCC lab of the School of Computer Science, USM (Biruni.cs.usm.my), using Ubuntu Linux 10.04, 4LTS of 64-bit with NVIDIA CUDA Toolkit v2.2 and GNU C Compiler (GCC) v4.4.3. The secure shell (SSH) software was utilized in accessing the Biruni cluster to implement the codes.

The following abbreviated forms of the algorithms were used: R for Raita, K–R for Karp–Rabin and S for Smith. These algorithms are considered the original algorithms. The recent and standard algorithms included Horspool (H), Quick search (QS), Two-way (T-W), Fast search (FS), SSABS (SS), TVSBS (TV), AKRAM (AK), and Maximum shift (MS), Aetheer (AT). To refine the results in the number of attempts made when the proposed hybrid algorithm was compared with the original, recent, and standard algorithms, the following parameters were set: logarithmic scale and base, 10; display units, 10000; minimum number, 100000. In the number of characters compared for the original, standard, and recent algorithms, the logarithmic scale and base (10) and the display units (10000) were applied. The results of this study were deemed superior when the results of the hybrid algorithm were better than those of the original algorithms. Thus, the tables of evaluation for the hybrid algorithm were arranged with the best result presented first, followed by the results from the other algorithms. The results were expressed as “first,” “second,” “third,” and “fourth.” To evaluate the performance of the hybrid algorithm in the different types of databases, the result was expressed as “best” when the hybrid algorithm performed better in a specific database compared with others. “Worst” was used to indicate the lowest performance of the hybrid algorithm for a given database. “All databases” was used to indicate when the hybrid algorithm or the other algorithms attained the best performance in all databases. “Most databases” was used to indicate that the hybrid algorithm or the other algorithms attained the best performance in most but not all databases.

4. Results

The comparison of the results of the Aetheer algorithm with those of the original algorithms in the first step as well as with those of the recent and standard algorithms in the second step depends on the number of comparison attempts and characters compared. The performance depends on the data type and pattern lengths. All types of data utilized in this study (i.e., DNA sequences, Protein sequences, XML structures, Pitch characters, English texts, and Source codes) used a data size of 50 MB. The short (4 to 28) and long ($2^5$ to $2^{10}$) pattern length types were also used.

4.1 Results of the comparison of the Aetheer algorithm with the original algorithms

The number of comparison attempts and characters compared required a data size of 50 MB. In the number of attempts, the Aetheer and Smith algorithms achieved the best results compared with the Raita and Karp–Rabin algorithms in both short and long pattern lengths. The Pitch database showed the best results in terms of the number of comparison attempts when the long and short patterns were used; the DNA database demonstrated the worst results (Figures 4 and 5).

In the number of characters compared, the Karp–Rabin algorithm showed the best results in all short pattern lengths, except when a very short pattern length, such as 4. This algorithm was followed by the Aetheer, Smith, and Raita algorithms. In terms of the long pattern length, the Karp–Rabin algorithm demonstrated the best results, followed by the Aetheer, Smith, and Raita algorithms. The Source database showed the best results in terms of the number of characters compared when using short and long patterns, whereas the DNA database showed the worst results (Figures 6 and 7).
Figure 4. Number of attempts for the Ateer and the original algorithms when using a short pattern length and a database size of 50MB.

Figure 5. Number of attempts for the Ateer and the original algorithms when using a long pattern length and a database size of 50MB.
Figure 6. Number of characters compared for the Atheer and the original algorithms when using a short pattern length and a database size of 50 MB.

Figure 7. Number of characters compared for the Atheer and the original algorithms when using a long pattern length and a database size of 50 MB.
4.2 Results of the comparison of the Atheer algorithm with recent and standard algorithms

In terms of the number of comparison attempts, the TVSBS showed the best performance in most databases when a short pattern length was used. The Maximum shift algorithm demonstrated the best performance in all databases when a long pattern length was used. The two-way algorithm was the worst for both short and long patterns, whereas the Atheer showed the third best performance in most of the databases (Figures 8 and 9). In terms of the number of characters compared, the Atheer algorithm showed the best performance in all databases (except the DNA database) when the short pattern was used. The Atheer algorithm demonstrated the second best performance in all databases (except the XML database). The two-way algorithm was the worst when both short and long pattern lengths were used (Figures 10 and 11).

Figure 8. Number of attempts for the Atheer and the recent and standard algorithms when using a short pattern length and a database size of 50MB
Figure 9. Number of attempts for the Atheer and the recent and standard algorithms when using a long pattern length and a database size of 50MB
Figure 10. Number of characters compared for the Atheer and the recent and standard algorithms when using a short pattern length and a database size of 50MB.
5. Discussion and analysis

The Atheer algorithm and the original algorithms were compared to highlight the excellent properties that can be obtained from the original algorithms. The Atheer algorithm was evaluated based on its best performance compared with the performance of the original algorithms (Faro and Lecroq, 2010).

5.1 Evaluation of the Atheer algorithm compared with the original algorithms

The results of the Atheer algorithm and the original algorithms were compared based on the number of comparison attempts and the number of characters compared using short and long pattern lengths, different data types, and a data size of 50 MB.
The Atheer algorithm obtained the best results in terms of the number of comparison attempts because its shifting depended on the good shifting process of the Smith algorithm. Therefore, both algorithms showed the lowest number of comparison attempts compared with the other original algorithms. The results were similar for the Karp–Rabin algorithm in terms of the number of characters compared. The Atheer followed the Karp–Rabin algorithms in showing the best results for the number of characters compared because of the hash function, which facilitates the comparison of characters in patterns and texts (Deighton, 2012). The Atheer obtained the second lowest number of characters compared in all pattern lengths, except in a very short pattern length such as 4. This result gave the first ranks to Atheer algorithm because the Karp–Rabin algorithm obtained high characters when very short pattern used but failed to do so with long pattern (Abdulrozaq, 2009). As the searching technique of the Atheer algorithm depends on a combination of the modified Raita technique and Karp–Rabin algorithm, it was able to obtain the best results when the very short pattern length was used (Table 2).

The Pitch database showed the best results compared with the other databases when the Atheer algorithm was utilized. Such results can be attributed to Karp–Rabin hash and the bmBc found in the Atheer algorithm, which can be considered as efficient functions when used with the Pitch database (Nidadavolu, 2008). Therefore, the Atheer algorithm showed the lowest number of attempts with the Pitch database. By using the hash function in large alphabet databases, the Atheer algorithm produced large hash values, which reduced the possibility of comparing the characters. The Source code database obtained the minimum number of characters compared. The DNA database obtained the highest number of attempts and character comparisons because it has a small alphabet size, which increased the possibility of comparing characters and reduced the long shifting process (Abdulrozaq, 2009) (Table 3).

### Table 2. Evaluation of the results of the Atheer algorithm and the original algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Data size (50MB)</th>
<th>Pattern length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best performance in number of attempts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raita</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karp-Rabin</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheer</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best performance in number of character comparisons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raita</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karp-Rabin</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheer</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2 Evaluation of the Atheer algorithm compared with recent and standard algorithms

The Atheer algorithm was compared with the recent and standard algorithms according to the number of comparison attempts and the number of characters compared using short and long pattern lengths, different types of databases, and a data size of 50 MB. These standard and recent algorithms are Horspool, Quick search, Two-way, Fast search, SSABS, TVSBS, AKRAM, and Maximum shift.

### Table 3. Performance of the Atheer algorithm in different types of databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern length</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character comparisons</td>
<td>Worst</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Comparison of the results of the Atheer versus those of recent and standard algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Data size (50MB)</th>
<th>Pattern length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best algorithm</td>
<td>TVSBS (most databases)</td>
<td>Maximum shift (all databases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst algorithm</td>
<td>Two-way (all databases)</td>
<td>Two-way (all databases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of character comparisons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best algorithm</td>
<td>Atheer (most databases)</td>
<td>AKRAM (most databases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst algorithm</td>
<td>Two-way (all databases)</td>
<td>Two-way (all databases)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The TVSBS algorithm obtained the best number of attempts when the short pattern length was used because it depended on the bmBc function, which is considered as one of the useful functions in the shifting process (Thathoo et al., 2006). The Maximum shift algorithm obtained the best number of attempts when the long pattern length was used because it depended on the efficient function (ztBc) in long shifting (Kadhim, 2012). The Atheer algorithm showed the best number of characters compared when the short pattern was used because when a match was obtained for the three characters in the first step and a mismatch occurred in the next step, then the loss occurred only for the three characters. For the AKRAM algorithm, when a match was found in the suffix, which involved a non-specific number of characters, and a mismatch occurred in the next step, then the loss became equal.
to the number of characters in the suffix (Abdulrozaq, 2009). Thus, the number of characters compared in the Atheer was lower than that in the AKRAM algorithm when short patterns were used. The number of characters compared in the AKRAM algorithm was lower than that in the Atheer algorithm because the suffix in the AKRAM algorithm obtained high accurate hash values, which reduced the possibility of mismatching (Abdulrozaq, 2009). The two-way algorithm obtained the highest results in terms of the number of attempts and characters compared because it depended on the factorization technique, which sometimes produces small suffixes that reduce the long shifting process and increase the number of characters compared (Charras and Lecroq, 2004) (Table 4).

Table 5. Positions of the Atheer algorithm in different types of databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases</th>
<th>Position of Atheer algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>Data size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Third in all databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Third in all databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>First in all databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparisons</td>
<td>Second in most databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>(but fourth in DNA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>(but second in DNA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(but first in XML)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the number of comparison attempts, the Atheer algorithm ranked third in most of the databases with different sizes when short and long patterns were used. For the number of characters compared, the Atheer algorithm ranked first when short patterns were used in most of the databases with different sizes; it also ranked first in some of the databases when long patterns were used (Table 5).

6. Conclusion

The Atheer algorithm is a new hybrid string matching algorithm that is integrated with the advantages of the Karp–Rabin, Raita, and Smith algorithms. The Atheer algorithm performed better than the original algorithms did. This hybrid algorithm showed the lowest number of comparison attempts compared with the original algorithms, and it achieved the lowest number of characters compared when very short pattern lengths, such as 4, were used. The Atheer algorithm ranked the second best algorithm, following the Karp–Rabin algorithm, when short and long patterns were used. The Atheer algorithm also ranked the third best algorithm in terms of the number of comparison attempts, followed by the TVSBS and Maximum shift algorithms, when short and long patterns were used. The new algorithm also obtained the best number of characters compared when short patterns were used and the second best after the AKRAM algorithm when long patterns were used. The best and worst databases in terms of the number of comparison attempts for the Atheer algorithm were the Pitch and DNA databases, respectively. The best and worst databases in terms of the number of characters compared were the Source and DNA databases, respectively.
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